Depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (DSI) is a transient suppression of the inhibitory synaptic transmission, observed in the hippocampus and the cerebellum, upon postsynaptic depolarization. Using rat hippocampal cultures, we examined whether DSI is confined to the inhibitory synapses on the depolarized neuron or, if DSI can spread to those on neighboring non-depolarized neurons. Whole-cell recordings were performed in 108 neuronal pairs with the following synaptic responses. Stimulation of one neuron evoked the inhibitory autaptic currents (IACs) recurrently in that neuron and also elicited the inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) orthodromically in the other neuron. In 38 of 108 pairs, the postsynaptic depolarization caused transient suppression of IPSCs (homosynaptic DSI). In 11 of the 38 pairs exhibiting the homosynaptic DSI, the depolarization also induced suppression of IACs (heterosynaptic DSI). The heterosynaptic DSI, like the homosynaptic DSI, depended on depolarizing pulse duration and was blocked by a phorbol ester. These results suggest that DSI can spread to the synapses on a neighboring non-depolarized neuron in rat hippocampal cultures.
Introduction
Depolarization of a cerebellar Purkinje cell (Llano et al., 1991; Vincent et al., 1992) or a hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cell, (Pitler and Alger, 1992) induces transient suppression of inhibitory synaptic inputs to the depolarized cell. This phenomenon, known as depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (DSI), is reproducible in a single pair of neurons in rat hippocampal cultures (Ohno-Shosaku et al., 1998) . As for DSI mechanisms, considerable evidence suggests that depolarization causes intracellular Ca 2 + elevation by activating Ca 2 + channels, which in turn suppresses the inhibitory transmission presynaptically via retrograde signals (Pitler and Alger, 1994; Alger and Pitler, 1995; Lenz et al., 1998) . Recent reports have proposed that glutamate or a glutamate-like substance might be the retrograde messenger that mediates DSI in the cerebellum (Glitsch et al., 1996) and the hippocampus (Morishita et al., 1998) . In the hippocampus, DSI or DSI-like processes can be activated by endogenous burst of firing of CA1 pyramidal cells (Le Beau and Alger, 1998) . This suggests that DSI could occur under certain physiological conditions and thus, plays an important role in information processing in the hippocampus.
Several previous studies demonstrated the spread of activity-dependent synaptic modifications to neighboring synapses, that have not been activated during its induction. In the hippocampus, long-term depression (LTD) or long-term potentiation (LTP) is reported to spread to neighboring excitatory synapses (Schuman and Madison, 1994; Scanziani et al., 1996; Fitzsimonds et al., 1997) . The spread of DSI in the hippocampus, however, has never been reported.
In the present study, we examined whether DSI can spread to neighboring inhibitory synapses on a non-de-
